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Abstract—Experience Management studies AI systems that
automatically adapt interactive experiences such as games to
tailor to specific players and to fulfill design goals. Although it has
been explored for several decades, existing work in experience
management has mostly focused on single-player experiences.
This paper is a first attempt at identifying the main challenges to
expand EM to multi-player/multi-user games or experiences. We
also make connections to related areas where solutions for similar
problems have been proposed (especially group recommender
systems) and discusses the potential impact and applications of
multi-player EM.
Index Terms—Experience Management, Player Modeling,
Multi-player

aggregation, dynamic player grouping/aggregation over time,
integration with procedural content generation, or evaluation
methods. Additionally, we make connections to related areas
where solutions for similar problems have been proposed (such
as group recommender systems [7]).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We begin by providing background on EM and user/player modeling.
We follow by elaborating on the potential impact of addressing
the problem of multi-player experience management before
moving on to identifying a set of open challenges in this area,
and propose venues for future work.

I. I NTRODUCTION

II. BACKGROUND

Experience Management studies AI systems that automatically adapt interactive experiences such as computer games
to better serve specific users and to fulfill specific design
goals [1]–[4]. For example, experience management techniques have been designed to adapt interactive game experiences to follow a desired story arc [1], or to dynamically
adjust the difficulty of a game [5]. Experience management
techniques have been explored for several decades. Its effectiveness has been demonstrated in commercial deployment in
games such as Left 4 Dead 2. So far, most work in this area
focused on single-player interactive experiences.
Expanding experience managers (EMs) to multi-player scenarios is not trivial. As a research community, we lack the
knowledge of how to effectively combine multiple player
models and adapt the game accordingly to provide the desired
gameplay experience to multiple players with different needs
and preferences at the same time. Nor do we fully understand
how to define and measure the desired collective experience.
Despite its challenges, the potential benefit of being able
to adapt to multiple players simultaneously is high. It would
enable the application of EM techniques to a large variety of
scenarios such as massive multi-player online games (MMOs)
as well as to serious games or training simulations that target
groups of users, or the emerging area of social exergames
or games for health [6]. It would also facilitate shared play
experiences between players with different skill levels. For
instance, grandparents play with grandchildren.
This paper analyzes the main challenges and provide a
road map to research multi-player EMs, namely: player model
*Currently at Google
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A. Experience Management
An Experience Manager (EM) is an AI component that
oversees how one or more players interact with a game or
other types of interactive experience, and adapt the game
according to some predefined criteria (which we will call
the objective function). As illustrated in Figure 1, the EM
observes the interaction between the player(s) and the game
(i.e., game state and actions performed by the player), and
uses a certain decision mechanism to determine how to adapt
games to maximize or satisfy the objective function. These
adaptations are usually formalized in the literature with the
concept of “EM actions” (the set of changes the EM can do to
the game). The objective function could be an author-defined
set of goals (e.g., trying to maintain the tension of the story as
close as possible to an Aristotelian arc), it could be a function
that depends on the current player(s) (e.g., lead the player
toward an ending that she will enjoy the best), or it could
be a combination of both. When the function depends on the
current player, the EM usually needs to build and maintain
a player model to help evaluate the objective function. For
example, if the goal of the EM is to adjust the difficulty level,
a player model that reflects the skill level of the current player
can be used. Thus, experience management is closely related
to the field of player modeling.
Experience management research is not limited to entertainment domains but draws on decades of research on
how to adapt and enhance interactive learning environments,
including intelligent tutoring systems [8]–[10], pedagogical
agents [11]–[13], and cognitive science/AI-based learning
aids [14]. Specifically, the idea of an EM came out of research
in drama management (DM) [1], [3], [15], a particular case of
EM that focuses on balancing player agency and the authorial
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Fig. 1. The main control loop of a standard experience manager, which
observes the interaction of a player with a game, creates a player model based
on this information and then considers the player model and/or author-defined
goals to adapt the game via EM actions.

intent to maintain the narrative quality in games [16], [17].
Initially proposed by Laurel [18] and Bates [2], a drama
manager is an AI system that functions as a virtual “director”
who (re)arranges how the story should unfold while the player
interacts with a game. Experience management extends the
core concept of DM to domains beyond interactive drama,
such as educational games [19]–[23]. For example, an EM
could be designed to optimize an objective function based
on pedagogical goals. A wide variety of AI techniques have
been explored in the context of EM, such as search-based
techniques [1], [24], [25], reinforcement learning [26], [27],
or automated planning [28]–[30], among others. Despite this
large amount of work, research in experience management
remains mostly limited to single player experiences.
An exception to this is the work on difficulty balancing in
multi-player games of Prendinger et al. [31]. They presented
an approach based on distributed constraint optimization to
adjust the difficulty of scenarios according to the skill levels
of different players. Another exception is the work of Riedl et
al. [32], who study the problem of allowing human authors to
create stories for multi-player experiences, and how to design
an automated narrative system that detects when players are
deviating from the authored storyline, and makes changes to
correct it. To extend this limited set of existing work, several
key open research challenges need to be addressed, which we
elaborate on in this paper.
B. Player Modeling
In the context of game environments, a player model is
an abstracted description of a player capturing certain properties of interest such as preferences, strategies, strengths
or skills [33]. Player modeling has been used to model
aspects such as player behavior (using unsupervised learning
techniques [34], [35], or for behavior prediction using supervised learning [36], [37]), to identify player types [38], [39],
to detect fun/boredom/engagement/frustration/challenge [40],
user preferences [25], [41], skill level [42]–[44] and even
player goals [45]. For an overview on player modeling, the

reader is referred to existing surveys of the area [46], [47],
[48, Chapter 5]. As with experience management, most player
modeling approaches focus on modeling individual players.
Group Player Modeling. As we will discuss below, when
working in multiplayer EM settings, group player modeling
might be necessary. By group player modeling, we refer to
modeling “groups of players”, and not “players in a group”.
For example, it might be necessary to predict whether a
particular group of players would get along; or what would
the behavior of the group as a whole be. Notice that, although
there are many approaches that apply player modeling to understand user populations or “classess” of players (by creating
player types, or general trends of different groups of players),
their goal is not to model a team or group of players currently
playing the game, but to make predictions about individual
players by modeling overall trends of larger populations. Thus,
even if it uses data from multi-player games, such as the work
on player modeling in MOOs [49], or are based on large
amount of player data [50], we do not classify this work under
the “group player modeling” category.
III. M ULTI - PLAYER EM A PPLICATIONS
Classic EM has expanded the capacity of computer games
by tailoring the experience for a single player. Multi-player
EM can make similar advancement. This section highlights
some application domains that can benefit significantly.
• Adaptive MMOs: As massive multi-player online (MMO)
games remain a popular genre, online games that allow
for multi-player gameplay and support social interactions
between players have become the norm. While deploying
EM algorithms to games with several million players
is perhaps beyond the reach of the state of the art,
adaptive multi-player online games are an interesting
application. As an illustration, consider the following
example. Popular MMOs receive regular patches from
the developers adding quests and continuing the storyline.
This could be complemented with a story-driven EM
constantly monitoring different player groups and manipulating the story to automatically trigger plot points to
advance the story based on these player group models and
vaguely defined story directions by the game designers.
This would achieve more customized storylines, beyond
the one-size-fits-all model. This EM could monitor and
implement changes at the individual player level, but also
at higher-levels such as factions of players or even the
whole game, taking into account the actions of all the
players involved. This is related to the idea of AI as a
game producer put forward by Zook and Riedl [51].
• Multi-user training and educational applications: while
training and educational games have received significant
attention in the literature of EM and player modeling [35],
[52], an overwhelming majority focuses on single player
experiences. However, learning science has shown that
learning in groups can be beneficial [53], [54]. Mutiplayer EMs can better support learning in groups. For
example, active learning theory [54] suggests to team up

students in a small, heterogeneous (in terms of perspectives and skills) group with a group goal that can only
be accomplished by the group together. In an educational
game designed based on this theory, a multi-player EM
is particularly relevant. As a heterogeneous group means
that each student is meaningfully different from one
another, the same player model or adaptation strategy
may not fit everyone. Notice that a single player model
captures the “average of all the players”. Furthermore,
having a shared goal that requires everyone’s contribution
means that the game needs to coordinate with different
players so that they all stay engaged. In this case, having
individual models for each learner and a centralized
on-line agent to dynamically coordinate every players’
learning needs and preferences can be more effective than
using the same model and EM actions for everyone.
• Adaptive Games for Health: Similar to training and
educational games, adapting the gameplay experience for
a group of people can benefit those who use games
for health. Take exegames, a genre of video games that
combines gameplay and physical activity, as an example.
Popular games in this genre include Pokémon Go. Although adaptive technology has been used in exergames
(e.g., automatically adjusting difficulty, or daily exercise
goals), how to engage players for a period of time that
is long enough for potential behavioral change is still
an open problem. Researchers have increasingly looked
into multi-player exergames and use the social interaction
between players as an additional motivation for physical
activities. Multi-player EM can help with the player retention issue as it helps to keep exergames more engaging
for individual players and the team as a whole.
Finally, notice that this is not an exhaustive list of potential
applications. Many others such as any multiplayer game with
AI opponents, or even computer-assisted table-top games,
where the AI is attempting to balance the game to even out
player skills, or any other measure of interest.
IV. O PEN C HALLENGES IN M ULTI - PLAYER EM
In order to realize the potential applications highlighted
above, there are a number of open challenges to be addressed.
This section briefly lays out the road map of multi-player EM.
A. Player Model Aggregation
Traditional EM approaches use models of a single player to
adapt the game. These models capture aspects of a player that
are of interest to the game, such as her interest [25], [41] and
play style [35]. If, for example, a system like PaSSAGE [41]
determines the current player prefers social interactions rather
than combat interactions, it can alter the game and cater to that
preference. However, when there are multiple players, their
preferences may not be aligned. How to aggregate the content of individual player models (e.g., gameplay preferences,
learning styles) is an open problem when we extend EM to
multi-player. Currently, we lack theories and understanding of
1) how to aggregate multiple models, 2) how to dynamically

group players represented by multiple models, 3) how to adapt
the gameplay experience based on multiple/aggregated models,
4) how to evaluate the effectiveness of multi-player EMs.
To ground the discussion, we use player preference as an
example. However, the crux of the following discussion is
applicable to other aspects of players we might want to model.
Preference aggregation is an interdisciplinary field of study
that has looked at this problem from different perspectives,
such as group recommender systems [55], or multiagent systems [56]. However, so far, preference aggregation has not
been sufficiently explored in the area of player modeling in the
context of games. For player model aggregation, a particularly
relevant area to build upon is group recommender systems,
which are designed to provide recommendations to groups
of users. Jameson [7] identified four key challenges that are
unique to group recommender systems, namely: preference
elicitation (i.e., should users enter their preference individually
or collaboratively), preference aggregation, explanation of
recommendation suitability to the different group members,
and supporting joint decision making by the group to reach
a final recommendation. Early work to address the preference
aggregation problem includes systems like MusicFX [57] and
PolyLens [58]. MusicFX focuses on adjusting the music selection for group workouts based on pre-specified preferences,
in the form of music channels, of all the users beforehand. At
any given time, the system adds up the preferences of each
user. One of the top m most preferred channels is selected
randomly (m to increase variety). PolyLens performs group
recommendation using collaborative filtering. It generates a
recommendation list for each user and then merges these
lists. The items in the merged list are sorted according to a
“social value function” that represents an aggregation of the
preferences of the members of the group. The key idea behind
these two systems is that of adapting to group preferences by
merging or averaging the individual preferences. Another, less
common idea is that of negative preferences [59]: detect what
users do not like, and avoid those (which is often easier than
detecting what they like).
Although those techniques focus on recommending individual items out of a predefined set, and thus might not
directly apply to many domains where we want to apply EM,
they provide a starting point. For example, even if the usual
collaborative filtering algorithm used in recommender systems
might have to be replaced by something else, narrative-based
EMs could adapt these ideas to use them to “recommend the
next plot points” in a multi-player story.
Finally, notice that the idea of player model aggregation
is fundamentally different from that of using clustering for
player modeling. Clustering approaches aims to find player
types/classes and group players by their similarity in some
features of interest. In other words, clusters reflect the average
properties of groups of players that are similar in those features
of interest. By contrast, player model aggregation focuses on
aggregating preferences of players that happen to be playing
together in the game, and might bear no resemblance in
their behavior. These players might have never been clustered

together using clustering.
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B. Dynamic Multi-player EM over Time
Gameplay experiences change over time and thus how to
best adapt to a group of players may need to shift accordingly.
How to aggregate multiple player models differently over time
is one of the least studied research areas.
1) Dynamic Aggregation Mechanics: So far, most existing
work uses static aggregation mechanics to combine the preferences of multiple players. For example, Ølsted et al. [60]
use majority vote to evolve game levels for a multi-player
shooter game. The limitation of this approach is that if a
player’s preferences are always overlooked, she is more likely
to quit and negatively impact the gameplay for other players.
Consider a situation where the majority of players in a group
have already mastered the basics, but one single player (or
a small group) is still struggling. Under a static majority-vote
aggregation mechanic, this minority group would be constantly
underserved. An EM framework based around a majorityvoting or mean-based aggregation of player models, therefore,
will inevitably lead to unfairness over time.
With a few exceptions [61], group recommender systems
have not explored this area extensively either. For example, if
there is a small group of users with a very different taste
in MusicFX, their preferences will not outweigh those of
the larger group, and thus, their dissatisfaction will grow
over time. One exception is a group music recommender
system called Poolcasting [61]. In its aggregation function
of individual preferences, the more a user is unsatisfied with
the recent songs, the more her preferences will influence the
selection of the next songs. The key idea here is to use dynamic
preference aggregation to maintain fairness, and ensure that all
users in a group are eventually satisfied.
Moreover, simply measuring how long a player has not been
served might be an oversimplistic approach in some situations.
Some players might have more pressing needs than others, or
might be more critical than others. Consider, for example, a
game where the EM is trying to maximize engagement in order
to prevent players from leaving the game. Players that are not
likely to quit the game would be less critical and should have
a lower weight in the aggregation. Another example is that
an EM can give more weight to the influencers in a game so
that this group can propagate the desired effect to the rest of
the players. In summary, general techniques to dynamically
address preference aggregation over time is an open challenge
and requires further research.
2) Dynamic Grouping: Existing work in group modeling
or on modeling individual in a group treats individuals at the
same level of abstraction. However, since computer games can
include more complex group dynamics than, say, music selection, they are a rich domain to explore dynamic hierarchical
grouping of players. Thus, as illustrated in Figure 2, in a multiplayer EM setting, individual player models might co-exist
with player group models at different levels of abstraction (i.e.,
maybe a subgroup is part of a larger group).
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Fig. 2. In a multi-player EM setting, instead of a single player, player
modeling needs to model multiple players, as well as potentially nested groups
that appear among the players.

Imagine an EM designed to infer player goals, so that
appropriate hints or impediments can be triggered, depending
on the desired difficulty level by the game designer. Imagine
this EM operates in an MMO where a set of players can form
guilds for missions, e.g., to gather the necessary ingredients
to craft an advanced item. The purpose of the EM is to
infer the goals of the players and provide appropriate hints or
impediment. If the EM looks at each player individually or all
the players in the game as a whole, it would be hard to capture
what this particular set of players is trying to accomplish.
Although player, and user modeling in general, has been
studied for decades, approaches for performing group or
player modeling are not as common1 . The ability for EM
to dynamically detect and assemble hierarchical groupings of
players is thus another important direction.
C. EM-driven Procedural Content Generation
Procedural content generation (PCG) [62] studies the algorithmic generation of content such as levels, music, and
stories. One challenge in PCG is the issue of controllability,
i.e., how to guide PCG algorithms to create content that
satisfies certain conditions of interest. For example, how to
design a map generation system that would generate levels
with a desired level of difficulty. PCG is a promising idea for
experience management since it would allow the EM to adapt
the game/experience by generating new content. This idea has
been explored in the context of both story generation [63], and
level generation for educational games [64].
Recent work in the PCG community has started to look at
the problem of integrating player/user models into PCG algorithms to generate customized content [65], [66]. Multi-player
EM, however, poses a harder challenge: that of generating
content to suit groups of players, taking into account all the
issues mentioned above (preference aggregation, fairness, or
even social dynamics). Moreover, not even generation but just
understanding how different types of generated content would
1 Notice that there is work on player models that apply to populations or
“classes” of players, such as the idea of “player types” or heat maps (see
the review of Smith et al. [46] for examples). However, those still focus on
modeling individual players, using data from large populations.

affect player behavior, let alone their social dynamics and other
multi-player aspects, is still an open problem.
D. Evaluation Methods
EM-based adaptive multi-player games represent a unique
challenge in terms of how to evaluate their effectiveness. The
main problem being the complexity of the EM components,
compounded by human players’ group behavior. The A/B
testing methodology, both between-subject design and withinsubject design, widely used in single-player EM with a relatively small number of players is inadequate for two reasons.
First, human players’ group dynamics can differ broadly based
on context. Even the same group of players can play the
same game very differently for a second time. This difference
may be captured by player modeling and amplified through
adaptation. In order to make a meaningful comparison between
the EM-driven adaptive game and a baseline, it requires
the subjects of the user study to go through comparable
experiences. To account for the different gameplay experience
due to the adaptive features, evaluating multi-player EM will
require more data points.
Second and related, currently widely used single EM evaluation methods treat the whole EM as a blackbox. For example,
PaSSAGE [41] evaluates its EM by comparing the player
experiences 1) when the EM decides the next gameplay
element, and 2) when the system chooses the next gameplay
element. While this offers some insights into how well the
EM works in conjunction with the game, this methodology
cannot shed light onto how well different components of EM
work. Since multi-player EM is more complicated than its
single-player equivalent, the all-in-all evaluation approach is
inadequate to guide further improvements since we do not
know which component under-performed. Following the above
MMO hint adaptation example. If a guild cannot complete
its quest and reports low satisfaction, the current evaluation
method cannot pinpoint the problem. Is it the individual player
modeling that is not working correctly? Is the question how
it aggregates the different models? Or did EM choose to cater
to the wrong player in the wrong moment? To push the front
of multi-player EM, the research community needs to develop
more an in-depth and precise evaluation methodology.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we focused on Experience Management (EM)
in the context of multi-player games. We identify both potentially impactful applications as well as a set of critical open
research challenges to drive this area significantly forward.
Specifically, we argue that some of the key research challenges that need to be addressed to realize multi-player EM
systems are: (1) player model aggregation: understanding how
to aggregate player models from multiple players in order to
make EM decisions about groups, (2) dynamic aggregation
and grouping over time: how do we ensure the EM caters
to the right players over time for fairness and effectiveness;
(3) EM-driven PCG methods: design new procedural content
generation algorithms that can generate content customized

not to one player, but to a specific group of players; and
(4) Evaluation methods: how to design new methodologies
to evaluate multi-player EM approaches accounting for the
additional issues caused by having groups of players and more
complex EM approaches. We believe that addressing these
problems can open up a number of novel types of multi-player
adaptive games and experiences and expand our knowledge of
how to build adaptive experiences.
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